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possibility of termination.
Elbert Covell has recently been
invertigated by the Task Force Com
mittee due to its decreasing
enrollment
and
diminishing
recognition. "This semester the
Program admitted not more than 100
students, therefore, the program was
not 'paying its way'," said Shimeall,
"and also the existence of the
Program is not general knowledge to
North American students." Accor
ding to Shimeall, these are the initial
difficulties among the number of
Problems the program is facing.
Shimeall and his advisory com
mittee have brought forward a 'New
Program' that will eliminate the
Problems of Elbert Covell and secure
its enduring existence.

Clark M. Shimeall
Elbert Covell is here to offer a
bilingual inter-American studies op
tion where many university-level
classes will be conducted in the
Spanish language. Many of us may
not be concerned with the importance
of the language, but today, Spanish.is
the fourth most widely spoken
language and is increasing in use
because of its growing presence in
California and the United States.
The New Program is looking to
attract students with new options and

UUMHlbhiLy. We are otteringa wide
variety of programs available for the
students, but we are facing an ob
stacle of making ourselves known and
visible. To help bring that obstacle
down, we are in the process of
reaching out to students and contac
ting faculty advisors," claimed
Shimeall.
The New Program is not restric
ted to Latin American students. It is
open to students who have knowledge
of the language and to those with the
desire to acquire a second language.
"It is not simple and it is hot dif
ficult," according to Shimeall. "All
it takes is desire and dedication to
learn and speak another language.
What we have to offer here at the
University will enable anyone to
become bilingual."

Lodge, will be the campus headquar
ters for the Office of International
Services (OIS) and the Center for In
ternational Programs. OIS is the
foreign student support office on
campus; International Programs
sponsors and arranges study abroad
programs for UOP students,
The project's funding, $250,000,
was donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen D. Bechtel, Sr., who have set
up a similar international center at
Stanford University.
"Mr. Bechtel has a great interest
in international affairs," said Ann
Helm, director of OIS. "He knows
Dr. McCaffery and has always had an

«scals. Offices
for the directors and staff of OIS and
International Programs will also be
housed in the Center.
"The Center will provide ad-/
ditional academic and social facilities
that are badly needed on this cam
pus," said Dr. Cortlandt Smith,
Director of the Center for Inter
national Programs.
I he Center will pioviue a more
functional work space for OIS and
International Programs but its main
goal is to give UOP a center for inter
national activities and events.
"It doesn't matter what field
you're working in, you'll be working
in the 21st century," Dr. Smith said.

^ °LOOK INSIDE
EDITORIAL

On our Editorial page this
Week...find out the real story about
what became of the Engineering
R°ck...a look at college-age voting
aPathy...and a very interesting letter
ls revealed in Joe Hartley's weekly
—for opinions on all these topics and
m°re, take a look at page 4...

NEWS

In the News this week, get the
highlights of Kappa Alpha Theta and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's winning
chaript race entry...find out about
Judge James Nelson's upcoming
speech at UOP to discuss the plight of
the Baha'i faith in Iran...and find out
what's been happening on campus
this week in our News Briefs...For
this and more, turn to page 3...

ENTERTAINMENT

For Entertainment this week,
the story is Jefferson Starship and
more Jefferson Starship, as this top
10 band rocks the Spanos Center
tonight!...tickets are still available in
the Electronics Store today until 1:00
p.m. and will be sold at the Spanos
Center through showtime...see the
preview, read the review, and find out
What's Happening this week, all on
pages4 and 5...

When completed, the center will include a kitchen, confer
ence room and an extensive lounge area.

"Nothing major happens today that
doesn't
have
international
ramifications. Unless people know
more about the world thr>v won't be
able to function in the coming years,"
he continued. "We're here to make
the UOP community more worldconscious."
"The Center will focus UOP's
attention on international events,"
Ms. Helm added. "It will serve to
focus the attention of the community
on the international human resour
ces."
Other goals that OIS and Inter
national Programs hope to achieve
through the Center are a closer
relationship with ASUOP Travel, a
focus on campus for international
events such as speakers and visitors
and increased integration between
foreign and American students.
"One of our foremost concerns
is that we have a large and growing
international community at UOP,"
Ms. Helm said. "We have to find
ways to integrate the foreign students
with the American community. I
believe that the Center will be very
helpful in bringing this about."
The entire project, which has
been on the planning boards since
1980, will be funded from the Bechtel
gift, including the furniture and the
renovations. No UOP funds are being
used for the Center.
"Like many projects at the
University, the funding is provided
for a specific project," Dr. Smith
said. "Mr. Bechtel is interested in the
international focus of a university.
He donated the money specifically
for an international center."
Both Ms. Helm and Dr. Smith
feel that one of the most vital aspects
of the Center is that it will provide
a UOP focus for worldwide events.
"The Center has the goal of
helping the University benefit from
the presence of international ac
tivities," Ms. Helm said.
"I think that the Bechtel Inter
national Center will be enormously
useful to the university community as
a whole," Dr. Smith concluded.
concluded
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UOP seeks national title
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In six seasons UOP women's
volleyball program has risen from an
intramural level to become one o_f the
nation's strongest.
The Tlge~s
ranked second nationallY • haven
78
lost a league game since 19
an
have finished in the Final Four three
straight times.
.
The only goal remainmg for
Pacific is the much sought-after
n~tional title. The title eluded Head
Coach Terry Liskevych's Tigers last
year when powerhouse us~
knocked-off UOP enroute to their
third straight national chamPi?nship.
· "We didn't have the k1ller mstinct. We were surprised at how we
won the first game and then ~~ stopped and it was all over,
sa1d
Liskevych.
UOP had made it into the Final
Four with victories over Cal Poly and
Penn State. USC then scored an 915, 15-12, 15-11, 10.15, and 15-11 victory over the Tigers. The Trojans
went on to beat UCLA for the championship while UOP lost to San Diego
State in the consolation game.
The Final Four which was held at
UCLA's Pauley Pavilion marked the
end of a fine Tiger-career for AllAmerican Jayne Gibson.
Gibson
went out in style with 24 kills and 6
block shots over the Trojans.
"We are going to miss Gibson
and we will be a different team now better balanced," said Liskevych.
The Final Four tourney also saw
Liskevych's highly-touted freshmen
recruits get the necessary experience
that will be needed for a championship run this year.
"We are not going to be relying
on one or two players to put the ball
down this season," commented
Liskevych, and indeed in the Tigers
first game this season, not one player
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her way mto the starting li Worked
season (See story page 5). ~up last
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Jody Schauer. These two
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missed most of the season w'th lurnb
injury and came back to 1' ~fOot
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operation that would have&";;ns~ an
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Trojans favored in '82
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The Tiger volleyball team nas
gotten off to a perfect start for their
bid for a first-ever national cham
pionship. UOP, undefeated at 5-0
will find the caliber of talent in the
NCAA improving fast this season
with a mixture of superb freshmen
and seasoned veterans.
The following is a preview of the
top teams which will vie with Pacific
on that rocky-road to the NCAA
Finals.
USC- The Trojans are favored to win
their third straight championship.
USC defeated UCLA in the finals last
season after letting the air out of
UOP's sails in the semi's. Gone is
All-American setter Cathy Stukel and
hitter Anna Maria Lopez. USC also
lost Tuana Vandeweghe (6'3") who
joined the National Team last month.
Back for Head Coach Chuck Erbe
will
be
All-American
Dana
Smith(5'll), Katie McGarry (6'1") and
Margaret Grant (6'2"). USC was 121 last season when Ruddins was
filling in for the injured Stukel.
Hawaii - The Rainbow Wahines
were 37-2 last season but unfor-
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USC^nd1^80 State The Aztecs' Hke
a"' WlU be losin8 their
T
Twenty-nine year old AllAmerican Laurel Brassey decided to

sefmr
setter.

and Pl3y 0pen bal1 in
ItalvThic"
Ita y this year instead of finishing her
coHegiate career, which has been
delayed by stints on the national team
as well as the men's team at San
Diego. Nonetheless, San Diego still
has two bonafide All-Americans
returning in Tony Himmer (6'0") sfiid
Mary Holland (5' 10"). Also retur
ning are honorable mention AllAmericans Sue Hegerie (5'8") and

Vicki Cantrell (6'0").
UCLA - UCLA will lose their
popular hitter Linda Robertson, but
return four starters off the team that
had USC down 2-1 in the finals last
year. Patti Orozco (5'8") will try to
replace Robertson's role on the team
with a lot of help from All-American
setter Jeanne Beauprey (6'0"). Also
returning will be Cammy Chalmers
(5'10"), Merja Connolly (6'0"),
Suzie Krone (5'7") and Coleen Koop.
Texas - The Longhorns captured
the AIAW championship last year
and recorded a dual match victory
over USC. Texas will be losing their
top two setters, but have received an
early Christmas present in the form
of setter Lisa Denker (6'1") who
transferred from UCSB. The
Longhorns have returning AllAmerican Jo Beth Palmer (5'10")
and team MVP Katrina Dornseifer
(5' 10").
Arizona - The Wildcats were
another team which was knocked-off
by USC in the play-offs. Anita Moss
(5'11") is a junior All-American
upon whom the Wildcats will rely.

Seniors Debbie Stull (6'1") and Beth
Grupenhoff (6'1") will help form a
healthly Arizona block.
Stanford - Even though UOP beat
Stanford 3-1 in the finals of the third
annual UOP Invitational, don't
count the Cardinals out just yet.
Freshmen Kim Oden (6'2"), AllTourney at the Invitational, is still
improving and, along with Deanna
Boyette (5'11"), could sneak Stan
ford into the play-off picture.
UCSB - The Gauchos were rated
number one in last season's pre
season poll, but attitude problems
caused a mid-season collapse. Things
look better this year with AllAmerican Cindy Cochrane (6'0"),
the talented Iris MacDonald (5'10"),
Gina DeQuattro (6'0"), and Kelly
Strand (6'0") returning.
Cal Poly - The Mustangs were
able to beat UOP three times last
season, but the fourth meeting was
unlucky as the Tigers upended Cal
Poly in the play-offs. Gone is setter
Marie Lundie, but returning will be
red-headed Sandy Aughinbuugh
(5'11") and Tina Taylor (5'8").
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1. Hawaii
2. Pacific
3. USC
4. UCLA
5. SanDiego St.
6. Stanford
7. Cal-Ploy SLO
8. UCSB
9. Texas
10. Arizona
11. Arizona State
1 2. Northwestern
1 3. Purdue
14. BYU
1 5. Penn State
1 6. Pepperdine
1 7. Texas A&M
1 8. New Mexico
1 9. Nebraska
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Possibility of termination.
Elbert Covell has recently been
invertigated by the Task Force Com
mittee due to its decreasing
enrollment
and
diminishing
recognition. "This semester the
Program admitted not more than 100
students, therefore, the program was
not 'paying its way'," said Shimeall,
"and also the existence of the
Program is not general knowledge to
North American students." Accor
ding to Shimeall, these are the initial
difficulties among the number of
Problems the program is facing.
Shimeall and his advisory com
mittee have brought forward a 'New
Program' that will eliminate the
problems of Elbert Covell and secure
>ts enduring existence.

Clark M. Shimeall
Elbert Covell is here to offer a
bilingual inter-American studies op
tion where many university-level
classes will be conducted in the
Spanish language. Many of us may
not be concerned with the importance
of the language, but today, Spanish is
the fourth most widely spoken
language and is increasing in use
because of its growing presence in
California and the United States.
The New Program is looking to
attract students with new options and

Volleyball Monthly
1. Pacific
2. Hawaii
3. UCLA
4. USC
5. San Diego St.
6. Stanford
7. Cal Poly SLO
8. Arizona
9. Arizona State
10. Texas
11.UCSB
1 2. Purdue
1 3. Texas A &M
14. Penn State
1 5. Northwestern
1 6. Pepperdine
1 7. Utah State
1 8. Nebraska
1 9. New Mexico

'UN! blldnng a wiae
variety of programs available for the
students, but we are facing an ob
stacle of making ourselves known and
visible. To help bring that obstacle
down, we are in the process of
reaching out to students and contac
ting faculty advisors," claimed
Shimeall.
The New Program is not restric
ted to Latin American students. It is
open to students who have knowledge
of the language and to those with the
desire to acquire a second language.
"It is not simple and it is hot dif
ficult," according to Shimeall. "All
it takes is desire and dedication to
learn and speak another language.
What we have to offer here at the
University will enable anyone to
become bilingual."

Lodge, will be the campus headquarters for the Office of International
Services (OIS) and the Center for In
ternational Programs. OIS is the
foreign student support office on
campus; International Programs
sponsors and arranges study abroad
programs for UOP students,
The project's funding, $250,000,
was donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen D. Bechtel, Sr., who have set
up a similar international center at
Stanford University.
"Mr. Bechtel has a great interest
in international affairs," said Ann
Helm, director of OIS. "He knows
Dr. McCaffery and has always had an
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On our Editorial page this

w®ek...find out the real story about
*«at became of the Engineering
R°ck...a look at college-age voting
?Pathy...and a very interesting letter
15 revealed in Joe Hartley's weekly
• for opinions on all these topics and
m°re, take a look at page 4...
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NEWS

In the News this week, get the
highlights of Kappa Alpha Theta and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's winning
chaript race entry...find out about
Judge James Nelson's upcoming
speech at UOP to discuss the plight of
the Baha'i faith in Iran...and find out
what's been happening on campus
this week in our News Briefs...For
this and more, turn to page 3...
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a conference
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-icals. Offices
for the directors and staff of OIS and
International Programs will also be
housed in the Center.
"The Center will provide ad-,
ditional academic and social facilities
that are badly needed on this cam
pus," said Dr. Cortlandt Smith,
Director of the Center for Inter
national Programs
Hie Center will piovide a more
functional work space for OIS and
International Programs but its main
goal is to give UOP a center for inter
national activities and events.
"It doesn't matter what field
you're working in, you'll be working
in the 21st century," Dr. Smith said.

ENTERTAINMENT

For Entertainment this week,
the story is Jefferson Starship and
more Jefferson Starship, as this top
10 band rocks the Spanos Center
tonight!...tickets are still available in
the Electronics Store today until 1:00
p.m. and will be sold at the Spanos
Center through showtime...see the
preview, read the review, and find out
What's Happening this week, all on
pages 4 and 5...
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When completed, the center will include a kitchen, confer
ence room and an extensive lounge area.

"Nothing major happens today that
doesn't
have
international
ramifications. Unless people know
more about the world fhrv won't be
able to function in the coming years,"
lie continued. "We're here to make
the UOP community more worldconscious."
"The Center will focus UOP's
attention on international events,"
Ms. Helm added. "It will serve to
focus the attention of the community
on the international human resour
ces."
Other goals that OIS and Inter
national Programs hope to achieve
through the Center are a closer
relationship with ASUOP Travel, a
focus on campus for international
events such as speakers and visitors
and increased integration between
foreign and American students.
"One of our foremost concerns
is that we have a large and growing
international community at UOP,"
Ms. Helm said. "We have to find
ways to integrate the foreign students
with the American community. I
believe that the Center will be very
helpful in bringing this about."
The entire project, which has
been on the planning boards since
1980, will be funded from the Bechtel
gift, including the furniture and the
renovations. No UOP funds are being
used for the Center.
"Like many projects at the
University, the funding is provided
for a specific project," Dr. Smith
said. "Mr. Bechtel is interested in the
international focus of a university.
He donated the money specifically
for an international center."
Both Ms. Helm and Dr. Smith
feel that one of the most vital aspects
of the Center is that it will provide
a UOP focus for worldwide events.
"The Center has the goal of
helping the University benefit from
the presence of international ac
tivities," Ms. Helm said.
"I think that the Bechtel Inter
national Center will be enormously
useful to the university community as
a whole," Dr. Smith concluded.
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PANorCal expands ,form~, ~~'!~~~i~~e
when it expanded to become Nord:C,P
could uoP be the next team to
out?
.
will

The
Northern
California
Athletic Conference (NorCal) voted
last December to expand the conference and to accept applications for
membership
of
Washington
Washington State, Oregon and
Oregon State.
The exspansion
beca~e effective July, 1982; thus
formmg NorPac (Northern Pacific
Athletic Conference).
NorPac now consists of ten
schools; three from the men's PCAA
(UOP, San Jose State and Fresno
State), five from the men's Pac-lO
(Cal, Washington, Washington State
Oregon, and Oregon State), and tw~
from the West Coast Athletic Conferenc~ (USF and Santa Clara). NorPac wtll serve as the only Division I
women's collegiate conference in the
Northwestern United States.
. Chi~o State, the University of
Cali forma- Davis and former NorCal
member Stanford also compete in the
NorPac Conference as associate
members in the sport of field hockey
The 9 Division I NCAA sports
offered by NorPac include:
basketball,
cross country, field
h~key. g~_astics, softbail: swim:
rrung and dtvmg, tennis, track and
field, and volleyball. Seven NorPac
championships are conducted each
year with field hockey and softball
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champions decided bY regular seaso.n
play. Applications for autom.auc
"Stanford dropptng out
10
qualification to NCAA cha~P ~
10
hurt." said Liskevych.
ships for 1982-83 are still pendmg
the sports of basketball, softball and
volleyball.
h d mentor
According to tJQf -~:-- uo-.uW
Terry Liskevych, the expansJOn.of the
league has beCome a thorn 10 the
.
Tigers' Paw.
The California teams will pl_ay
the Northwest teams only once wtth
the games counting for two "points"
and the California teams and Northwest teams will play each other,
(respectively) twice, with each g~e
counting once. The "points" wtll
then decide seeding in the roundrobin style tournament at the conclusion of the season. The tournament will be to determine a league
champion.
By Liskevych's standards, for
UOP to be successful, 55 percent to
60 percent of their opponents should
be in the top 15 teams in the nation .
Currently, UOP is the only NorPac
team in the top 15.
''Staying in the league for a year
or two will ruin UOP volleyball,;;
said Liskevych.
"It's an aosura
schedule and an absurd league."
Stanford, formerly a member of
NorCal, dropped out of the league
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UOP
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Stanford*
45-15(' 77)
San Jose State* 36-24('77-'J8l
California
36-24
Fresno State
29-31
Santa Clara
9-51
USF
3-57

* Co-Champions in 1977
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Tigers countin' on Sophs
Last season, the Tigers had to
on Ali-American Jayne Gibson
and their five highly-talented recruits.
Jkjs season, these five sophomores,
h0 n0w have play-off experience,
^11 form the nucleus of UOP's topranked squad.
Head coach Terry Liskevych just
may have begun a volleyball dynasty
at UOP when he recruited Jan San
ders, Robin Burns, Eileen Deupster,
reiv

last year

Sh^

nonors

g
the sP"n8."
said Liskevych
Burns was instrumental in UOP'

Linda Vaughn and Lisa Franco in
1981.
"Fans were expecting nothing
last year, and when we won, they
took the sophomores to heart," said
Liskevych. The fresmen received the
attention last season of student fan
clubs and numerous banners at each
home match.
The spark plug of the group is
the setter, Jar Saunders. Saunders,
5'9", from Manhattan Beach is con
sidered one of the top setters in the
nation. She was named to Volleyball
Monthy's pre-season All-America's
2nd team this year.
"Jan blossomed into a great
floor leader and one of the top
collegiate setters in the country." said
Liskevych.
Saunders showed her skill by
picking up the MVP award at this
year's UOP Invitational. She was fir-team All-NorCal last season. She
also was named to the Wendy's
Classic and NCAA Mideast Regional
all-tournament teams last year. This
past summer she played at the U.S.
National Sports Festival.
A graduate of Mira Costa High
School, sne was a high scnooi and
USBVA All-American in 1980. She
led her high school team to a CTF-4A
tide her senior season and her USB
VA team, the South Bay Volleyball
Club, to the 1980 USBVA champion
ship and was the junior national
MVP.
Another freshmen starter from

come-from-behind win over Penm
State in the NCAA regionals last
season. She had a team-high 19 kills,
seven in the fifth and tinal game.
Burns was second on the team in hit
ting and blocking behind Gibson.
In high school, Burns was twice
All-CIF and Empire League MVP.
She was the 1981 CIF 3-A player-of
the-year. She was a member of the
U.S. Junior National team two years
and competed in the NORCECA
zone Championships.
Eileen Dempster was yet
another freshmen starter. Dempster,
6'0" middle blocker from Manhattan
Beach, earned second-team AllNorCal honors.
Dempster played
with Saunders in the U.S. National
Sprots Festival this summer.
"Dempster was the best player in
fall camp this year," said Liskevych.
"She has came a long way since
coming to UOP."
Dempster was recently named to
the UOP Invitational All-Tourney
team this season. Last year she was
third on the team in spiking kills and
blocking.
She graduated from
Bishop Montgomery High School
and ANVA All-American in 1980.
Dempster earned A11-CIF4-A
honors her senior year and was a
three-year All-Angelo's League selec
tion. She played on the South Bay
Club with Saunders.
Linda Vaughn worked her way
into the starting line-up by midseason last year. Her unique round

house serve is a favorite of UOP fans.
"Her injury (Prior to the NCAA
play-offs) hampered our chances to
win the national championship,"
said Liskevych.
Vaughn competed in the U.S.
National Spdrts Festival in 1981. A
graduate of Fremont High School,
Vaughn led her team to the Central
Coast Section and State Champion
ship her senior year. She was an AllState selection two years and DeAnza
League and CCS MVP her junior and
senior seasons. Vaughn was named
DAL "Athlete of the year" her senior
year. She was also a USVBA Junior
All-American in 1980.
The fifth sophomore is 5' 10"
Lisa Franco from Hunting Park;
Franco will be trying for one of the
starting outside hitter positions this
season.
"Lisa has shown the most im
provement after the fall of last year,"
said Liskevych.
Franco had her best performance
last year against Penn State filling in
a clutch situation for the injured
Vaughn.
Franco was a three-time AllSunrise League selection" as~ a
player at St. Matthias High
School.
She was A11-CIF-3-A
honoree and league MVP her senior
year. Franco also was a memberr of
the U.S. JuniorNational team in 1980
and played in the NORCECAgames.
The Tiger's five sophomores are a
close bunch, with unity a key to their
success.
"When we break huddle, we cheer
'team' instead of 'win'," said Franco.
"That is a way of saying, 'You do your
best and I'll do my best' together."

Clark M. Shimeall
Elbert Covell is here to offer a
bilingual inter-American studies op
tion where many university-level
classes will be conducted in the
Spanish language. Many of us may
not be concerned with the importance
of the language, but today, Spanish.is
the fourth most widely spoken
language and is increasing in use
because of its growing presence in
California and the United States.
The New Program is looking to
attract students with new options and

Liskevych, who is fast-becoming
one of the best volleyball coaches in the
nation, has three more years to coach
and develop the talent of the five
sophomores.
"If we don't win or come close to
winning the national championship, it
will be the coach's fault," said
Liskevych.

ria entry of the Spanos Center at ap<s penetrated an insulation layer while a
yer and doused the smoldering insulation
jllar loss was not known. The fire will not
the Center this evening.

3r under construction
ty and our in-

Tumiiiiuuiy.—tVF"
Possibility of termination.
Elbert Covell has recently been
invertigated by the Task Force Committee due to its decreasing
enrollment
and
diminishing
recognition. "This semester the
Program admitted not more than 100
students, therefore, the program was
not 'paying its way'," said Shimeall,
"and also the existence of the
program is not general knowledge to
North American students." Accor
ding to Shimeall, these are the initial
difficulties among the number of
Problems the program is facing.
Shimeall and his advisory com
mittee have brought forward a 'New
Program' that will eliminate the
Problems of Elbert Covell and secure
•ts enduring existence.
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wide
variety of programs available for the
students, but we are facing an ob
stacle of making ourselves known and
visible. To help bring that obstacle
down, we are in the process of
reaching out to students and contac
ting faculty advisors," claimed
Shimeall.
The New Program is not restric
ted to Latin American students. It is
open to students who have knowledge
of the language and to those with the
desire to acquire a second language.
"It is not simple and it is hot dif
ficult," according to Shimeall. "All
it takes is desire and dedication to
learn and speak another language.
What we have to offer here at the
University will enable anyone to
become bilingual."

Lodge, will he tne campus neadquarters for the Office of International
Services (OIS) and the Center for In
ternational Programs. OIS is the
foreign student support office on
campus; International Programs
sponsors and arranges study abroad
programs for UOP students,
The project's funding, $250,000,
was donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen D. Bechtel, Sr., who have set
up a similar international center at
Stanford University.
"Mr. Bechtel has a great interest
in international affairs," said Ann
Helm, director of OIS. "He knows
Dr. McCaffery and has always had an

he Center wjl|
study abroad
, a conference
.tensive lounge
iding material
newspapers,
Jicals. Offices
tor tne directors ancTstaff of OIS and
International Programs will also be
housed in the Center.
"The Center will provide ad-/
ditional academic and social facilities
that are badly needed on this cam
pus," said Dr. Cortlandt Smith,
Director of the Center for Inter
national Programs.
1 he Center will piovide a more
functional work space for OIS and
International Programs but its main
goal is to give UOP a center for inter
national activities and events.
"It doesn't matter what field
you're working in, you'll be working
in the 21st century," Dr. Smith said.

^cLOOK INSIDE
B*

EDITORIAL

On our Editorial page this
w£ek...find out the real story about
what became of the Engineering
*0ck...a look at college-age voting
aPathy...and a very interesting letter
15 revealed in Joe Hartley's weekly
•for opinions on all these topics and
tn°re, take a look at page 4...

NEWS

' In the News this week, get the
highlights of Kappa Alpha Theta and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's winning
chaript race entry...find out about
Judge James Nelson's upcoming
speech at UOP to discuss the plight of
the Baha'i faith in Iran...and find out
what's been happening on campus
this week in our News Briefs...For
this and more, turn to page 3...

ENTERTAINMENT

For Entertainment this week,
the story is Jefferson Starship and
more Jefferson Starship, as this top
10 band rocks the Spanos Center
tonight'....tickets are still available in
the Electronics Store today until 1:00
p.m. and will be sold at the Spanos
Center through showtime...see the
preview, read the review, and find out
What's Happening this week, all on
pages4 and 5...

When completed, the center will include a kitchen, confer
ence room and an extensive lounge area.

"Nothing major happens today that
doesn't
have
international
ramifications. Unless people know
more about the world fhev won't be
able to function in the coming years,"
he continued. "We're here to make
the UOP community more worldconscious."
"The Center will focus UOP's
attention on international events,"
Ms. Helm added. "It will serve to
focus the attention of the community
on the international human resour
ces."
Other goals that OIS and Inter
national Programs hope to achieve
through the Center are a closer
relationship with ASUOP Travel, a
focus on campus for international
events such as speakers and visitors
and increased integration between
foreign and American students.
"One of our foremost concerns
is that we have a large and growing
international community at UOP,"
Ms. Helm said. "We have to find
ways to integrate the foreign students
with the American community. I
believe that the Center will be very
helpful in bringing this about."
The entire project, which has
been on the planning boards since
1980, will be funded from the Bechtel
gift, including the furniture and the
renovations. No UOP funds are being
used for the Center.
"Like many projects at the
University, the funding is provided
for a specific project," Dr. Smith
said. "Mr. Bechtel is interested in the
international focus of a university.
He donated the money specifically
for an international center."
Both Ms. Helm and Dr. Smith
feel that one of the most vital aspects
of the Center is that it will provide
a UOP focus for worldwide events.
"The Center has the goal of
helping the University benefit from
the presence of international ac
tivities," Ms. Helm said.
"I think that the Bechtel Inter
national Center will be enormously
useful to the university community as
a whole," Dr. Smith concluded.

Final Four familiar to J~cobsen
tober. 1, 1982

the J~ren !acob en is a rare entity at
. ruver tty of Pacific. A the lone
e_mor and team captain on the 1982
Ttger volleyball team, he ha had th
for a
chance. to
chi ~paon htp all four year of her
P aymg career.
A_ a fre hman in 1979, he was a
p rt-tu"'!e tarter '_Vhen UOP fini bed
fourth m the nauon. A year later
Jacob en and the 1 iger
laced
and
la t fall,
up
To reach the
agaan.

~ompete

epsa

~~~·

nation~

t~en,

wo~nd

a hard time. But as soon
ted playing, things got st~ _we star
out and I was OK."
a!&hten~
Better than okay, act
'79 she was named UOP's Ually, In
proved Player and over th
1111
seasons has gained a re ~ a~t thr ·
playing best in tough m"at
was demonstated as shew~ es. 'this
the Third Annual UOP 1 °.arned to
All-Tourney T<...un. Jaco;vnationat
kills and 3 aces in helpin sen had 8
beat Houston and sixth rag
0 ItUop to
ford.
ed Stan
That type
of per~1onn
·
·typical of Jacobsen · who . ance is
member of the Tiger basket~s also a
She started forward last all t~
ave~age~ 7. 7 poi!lts a gam/ear and
sen s s1ster, Kris, played · 0 lacob.
national championship (Di . ~ tw0
teams at Sacramento State VlSI~n II)
a national championshi ":l_llnin&
15
way Karen would like t 0P
the
career.
end her
''The personality of th'15
team is the kind you have t0 Year•,
win a national title __ they' have to
,;
" Sa!.d J acobsen. re all bard
worr..ers,

prestigious Final Four just on?e in a
career is outstanding - to do 1t f?ur
times would be a rare accomplishment, but the 21-year old from Fair
Oak think it can be done.
"I'm reallv excited to have the
CAA'a here this year,'' sa}d Jacoben, "There's no better place than
Stockton and having the support of
our home fans will give us an advan-

~ost

t~tton r~

tage.''
Jacob en will serve as a
barometer of the team's views to head
coach Terry Li kevych and make
variou deci ion for the team pertaining to uniforms and road triP
arrangements.
"Karen knows me and my
philo ophy and that is important
becau e I'm not going to change very
much," said Liskevych.
/
U kevych describes Jacobsen as
the type of player who thinks before
he acts.
",Caren' · the type of steady performer on the court that any coach
loves to have," said Liskevych."
"Plus she's an excellent student and
very per onable."
Even now, approaching the
height of her colleeiate career, Jacoben has no ego problems, no need to
be the star, but is merely content to
have the team do well and contribute
as hecan.
"I just look at myself as a senior
who's played on a championship
team," says Jacob en, who's already
been at least a part-time starter on
three NorCal Conference title teams"The mo t important thing for me to

do is maintain mY consistency.''
"When I first came to UOP, the
team was just getting to be
recognized, but I was still reallY
scared " recalls the 1979 graduate of
Bella Vista High School and Fair
Oaks native. "1 told Terry about it
and said all I wanted to do was make
the team."
''At that time, we bad an
established group of players. There
were only three sophomores and two
freshmen and I was so shY that I had

Jac~bson, as Lhkevych
ted o!-lt 1s also an '!xcellent Poin.
She 1s a three-time UOP studeau.
Athlete. In high school Ja SchOlar
student body
"as
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preside~t ~obsen
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i~cl.ude photography,' runninD bits
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Liskevych behind Tiger success
A letter to the Pacifican recently
i
tiio* rw To— T : _ 1
. liy
claimed that Dr. Taras Liskevych was
"probably the best volleyball coach
in America".
There are some
volleyball enthusiasts who wouldn't
argue with that comment after the
phenomenon Liskevych has perfor
med on the UOP campus.
The 34-year-old Liskevych is
starting his seventh year as the Tiger
head coach. He took the reins at
UOP in 1976 after molding Ohio
State men's program into national
prominence.
In six seasons,
Liskevych has compiled a 167-65
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been named NorCal coach of the year
for three straight years.
Born in Munich, Germany,
Liskevych did not get interested in the
sport until he was 18. By 22, he was a
member of the powerful Kenneth
Allen Club in Chicago. After earning
a B.S. in biology at Loyola of
Chicago, he became assistant coach
at George Williams College (111.) un
der Jim Coleman, while pursuing his
Masters degree in physical education.

Asidf fr.om his c°aching chores,
Liskevych is also involved with
organizing volleyball clinics and
seminars throughout the nation, and
has developed a new series of instruc
tional volleyball video tapes.
Liskevych enjoys living in
Stockton and is building a home for
himself. He is unmarried.
"Liskevych is one of the best
volleyball coaches both tacticlly and
psychologically," said Assistant
Coach Rich Feller.
Feller, in his third year at UOP,
is quickly following in Liskevych's
footsteps. He was the assistant coach
to Hawaii's Dave Shoji for the west
squad at the U.S. National Sports
Festival this past summer.
Feller became interested in
volleyball while attending San Diego
State. He played USBVA open ball
with some of the top teams in the
nation.
Returning to his alma mater,
Palo Alto High School, Feller coached
the women's team for three years.
Feller was assistant on a bay
area club team and going to San Jose
State when Liskevych offered him the
Tiger job in 1980.
"I hope to someday coach a
Division I team on the west coast,"
said Feller who may by testing the
head coaching waters after this year.

He is working on his Master's
degree in the philosophy of coaching.
Feller is also an assistant coach for
the UOP softball team, which advan
ced to the NCAA Regional Play-offs
last season. ,
His duties on the volleyball team
include defense, scouting, recruiting
and athlete training on road trips.
Feller is single.
Beginning her second year is the
other UOP assistant coach, Nancy
Lancaster, a former Tiger star. She
joined the coaching staff after a four-

year playing stint at UOP. Lancaster
was a four-time team MVP.
The 23-year-old native of Mt.
Prospect, Illinois graduated from
UOP in May, 1981 with a degree in
Business Administration.
She is
currently working on her Master's
degree in Psychology of Coaching at
Pacific.
Lancaster's duties include
working with the setters, physical
conditioning, offense, promotions
and the budget. She is also single.
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Clark M. Shimeall

munity. we are ottering a wide
variety of programs available for the
students, but we are facing an ob
stacle of making ourselves known and
visible. To help bring that obstacle
down, we are in the process of
reaching out to students and contac
ting faculty advisors," claimed
Shimeall.
The New Program is not restric
ted to Latin American students. It is
open to students who have knowledge
of the language and to those with the
desire to acquire a second language.
"It is not simple and it is hot dif
ficult," according to Shimeall. "All
it takes is desire and dedication to
learn and speak another language.
What we have to offer here at the
University will enable anyone to
become bilingual.''

^cLOOK INSIDE
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EDITORIAL

In the News this week, get the
highlights of Kappa Alpha Theta and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon s winning
chariot race entry...find out about
Judge James Nelson's upcoming
speech at UOP to discuss the plight o
the Baha'i faith in Iran...and find out
what's been happening on campus
this week in our News Briefs...For
this and more, turn to page 3...
1

On our Editorial page this
Week...find out the real story about
^hat became of the Engineering
"°ck...a look at college-age voting
?Pathy...and a very interesting letter
ls revealed in Joe Hartley's weekly
• for opinions on all these topics and
m°re, take a look at page 4...
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ria entry of the Spanos Center at apts penetrated an insulation layer while a
yer and doused the smoldering insulation
;llar loss was not known. The fire will not
the Center this evening.
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Elbert Covell is here to offer a
bilingual inter-American studies op
tion where many university-level
classes will be conducted in the
Spanish language. Many of us may
not be concerned with the importance
of the language, but today, Spanish, is
the fourth most widely spoken
language and is increasing in use
because of its growing presence in
California and the United States.
The New Program is looking to
attract students with new options and
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possibility of termination.
Elbert Covell has recently been
invertigated by the Task Force Com
mittee due to its decreasing
enrollment
and
diminishing
recognition. "This semester the
Program admitted not more than 100
students, therefore, the program was
not 'paying its way'," said Shimeall,
"and also the existence of the
Program is not general knowledge to
North American students." Accor
ding to Shimeall, these are the initial
difficulties among the number of
Problems the program is facing.
Shimeall and his advisory com
mittee have brought forward a 'New
Program' that will eliminate the
Problems of Elbert Covell and secure
its enduring existence.
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ENTERTAINMENT

For Entertainment this week,
the story is Jefferson Starship and
more Jefferson Starship, as this top
10 band rocks the Spanos Center
tonight!...tickets are still available in
the Electronics Store today until 1:00
p.m. and will be sold at the Spanos
Center through showtime...see the
preview, read the review, and find out
What's Happening this week, all on
pages4and 5...

3r under construction
ty and our in-

"Nothing major happens today that
doesn't
have
international
he Center will
ramifications. Unless people know
study abroad
more about the world fhr>v won't be
a conference able to function in the coming years,"
tensive lounge
lie continued. "We're here to make
iding material
the UOP community more worldnewspapers,
conscious."
Jicals. Offices
"The Center will focus UOP's
' of OIS and
attention on international events,"
ters for the Office of International International Programs will also be
Ms. Helm added. "It will serve to
Services (OIS) and the Center for In housed in the Center.
focus the attention of the community
ternational Programs. OIS is the
"The Center will provide ad-/ on the international human resour
foreign student support office on
ditional academic and social facilities
ces."
campus; International Programs that are badly needed on this cam
Other goals that OIS and Inter
sponsors and arranges study abroad
pus," said Dr. Cortlandt Smith,
national Programs hope to achieve
programs for UOP students,
Director of the Center for Inter
through the Center are a closer
national Programs.
The project's funding, $250,000,
relationship with ASUOP Travel, a
was donated by Mr. and Mrs.
lhe Center will piovide a more
focus on campus for international
functional work space for OIS and
Stephen D. Bechtel, Sr., who have set
events such as speakers and visitors
International Programs but its main
and increased integration between
up a similar international center at
goal is to give UOP a center for inter
foreign and American students.
Stanford University.
"Mr. Bechtel has a great interest national activities and events.
"One of our foremost concerns
"It doesn't matter what field
in international affairs," said Ann
is that we have a large and growing
international community at UOP,"
Helm, director of OIS. "He knows you're working in, you'll be working
Ms. Helm said. "We have to find
Dr. McCaffery and has always had an in the 21st century," Dr. Smith said.
ways to integrate the foreign students
with the American community. I
believe that the Center will be very
helpful in bringing this about."
The entire project, which has
been on the planning boards since
1980, will be funded from the Bechtel
gift, including the furniture and the
renovations. No UOP funds are being
used for the Center.
"Like many projects at the
University, the funding is provided
for a specific project," Dr. Smith
said. "Mr. Bechtel is interested in the
international focus of a university.
He donated the money specifically
for an international center."
Both Ms. Helm and Dr. Smith
feel that one of the most vital aspects
of the Center is that it will provide
a UOP focus for worldwide events.
"The Center has the goal of
helping the University benefit from
the presence of international ac
tivities," Ms. Helm said.
"I think that the Bechtel Inter
When completed, the center will include a kitchen, confer national Center will be enormously
useful to the university community as
ence room and an extensive lounge area.
a whole," Dr. Smith concluded.
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Four Tigers were invited. to pla_y
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Spanos to host finals
Uncork the champagne bottles and
hrinn out the party hats; the NCAA
vnmen's Volleyball Championships are
roming 1° U0P' The Final Four will be
hdd at Spanos Center December 17 and

19

"The NCAA tourney here will be

added incentive, not pressure," said
Head Coach Terry Liskevych. "It will

be easier to win the National Champion
ship at home; it will be worth several
intsagametous."
The fact that this prestigious event
yhll be held in Stockton reflects the
rising status of the Tiger volleyball
program on the national scene.
"The Stockton fans have been getring more and more sophisticated," said
Uskevych. "Volleyball is an intricate
game and the fans are getting aware of
things."
This will be the first-ever national
event held at Pacific. The 28-team
event, being held for the second year
under the auspices of the NCAA, will
begin the weekend of December 3rd and
conclude with the Final Four in
Stockton two weeks later.
The 1982 NCAA volleyball playoffs
will feature the nation's top 28 teams
in a single-elimination tournament. The
format used is similar to the one used
»hp men's basketball team.

received b^T-

SCeded

teams

will

S-aasSSr
16 teiUf *,?

roUnd'the

remaining

Houston and Mideast- West Lafayette
IN. (Purdue). The highest seed from
each region will stay within that region.
For example, Hawaii, the highest seed
from^the Northwest last season, went to
the regional m Seattle, while UOP, the
second highest seed from the Northwest
last season, traveled to the Mideast
regional.
Trams advancing out of each
regional will take part in the NCAA
Final Four. Friday's semifinals will be
at op.m. and 8 p.m., while Sunday's
third place match and championship
match, are scheduled for 4 p.m. and 6
p.m.
One of the deciding factors in
bringing the championships was UOP's
Spanos Center, which seats 6,000 spec
tators and has the capacity to expand to
8 (YY) untVi —— -—

_1«

.•

"Spanos is bringing in some great
events," said Liskevychk.
The $7.0 million structure, located
on the southwest corner of the UOP
campus, was built by F and H Construc
tion Company of Stockton.
The
building has four main entrances on the

concourse level, 20 feet above the floor.
The facility includes team rooms, referee
quarters and area for two volleyball
courts.
Glue-laminated beams (instead of
steel) have been used to support the roof
of the Spanos Center, the longest of
which spans 248 feet.

October 8, 1982

Dan Sousa—Managing
Editor
Karen Komsak—Sports Editor
Drew Hagen

Photo Editor

Laurie Kirkwood—Typesetting
Special thanks to: Jan Williams and Ken Grosse of the
Sports Information office. The Tiger coaching staff and
the Tiger Volleyball team. We finally got it out!
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Possibility of termination.
Elbert Covell has recently been
invertigated by the Task Force Com
mittee due to its decreasing
enrollment
and
diminishing
recognition. "This semester the
Program admitted not more than 100
students, therefore, the program was
not 'paying its way'," said Shimeall,
'and also the existence of the
Program is not general knowledge to
North American students." Accor
ding to Shimeall, these are the initial
difficulties among the number of
Problems the program is facing.
Shimeall and his advisory com
mittee have brought forward a 'New
Program' that will eliminate the
Problems of Elbert Covell and secure
'ts enduring existence.

Clark M. Shimeall

Elbert Covell is here to offer a
bilingual inter-American studies op
tion where many university-level
classes will be conducted in the
Spanish language. Many of us may
not be concerned with the importance
of the language, but today, Spanish.is
the fourth most widely spoken
language and is increasing in use
because of its growing presence in
California and the United States.
The New Program is looking to
attract students with new options and

we are ottering a wide
variety of programs available for the
students, but we are facing an ob
stacle of making ourselves known and
visible. To help bring that obstacle
down, we are in the process of
reaching out to students and contac
ting faculty advisors," claimed
Shimeall.
The New Program is not restric
ted to Latin American students. It is
open to students who have knowledge
of the language and to those with the
desire to acquire a second language.
"It is not simple and it is hot dif
ficult," according to Shimeall. "All
it takes is desire and dedication to
learn and speak another language.
What we have to offer here at the
University will enable anyone to
become bilingual."

Lodge, will be the campus neaaquarters for the Office of International
Services (OIS) and the Center for In
ternational Programs. OIS is the
foreign student support office on
campus; International Programs
sponsors and arranges study abroad
programs for UOP students,
The project's funding, $250,000,
was donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen D. Bechtel, Sr., who have set
up a similar international center at
Stanford University.
"Mr. Bechtel has a great interest
in international affairs," said Ann
Helm, director of OIS. "He knows
Dr. McCaffery and has always had an

ity and our in»
•rhe Center wii]
study abroad
i, a conference
xtensive lounge
ading material
.1 newspapers,
dicals. Offices
tor the directors and staff of OIS and
International Programs will also be
housed in the Center.
"The Center will provide ad-/
ditional academic and social facilities
that are badly needed on this cam
pus," said Dr. Cortlandt Smith,
Director of the Center for Inter
national Programs.
lhe Cenier will provide a more
functional work space for OIS and
International Programs but its main
goal is to give UOP a center for inter
national activities and events.
"It doesn't matter what field
you're working in, you'll be working
in the 21st century," Dr. Smith said.

^^OOK INSIDE
EDITORIAL

On our Editorial page this
w®ek...find out the real story about
i
what became of the Engineering
: °c'(...a look at college-age voting
| apa%...and a very interesting letter
ls revealed in Joe Hartley's weekly
• for opinions on all these topics and
i m°re, take a look at page 4...

NEWS

In the News this week, get the
highlights of Kappa Alpha Theta and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's winning
chariot race entry...find out about
Judge James Nelson's upcoming
speech at UOP to discuss the plight of
the Baha'i faith in Iran...and find out
what's been happening on campus
this week in our News Briefs...For
this and more, turn to page 3...

ENTERTAINMENT

For Entertainment this week,
the story is Jefferson Starship and
more Jefferson Starship, as this top
10 band rocks the Spanos Center
tonight!...tickets are still available in
the Electronics Store today until 1:00
p.m. and will be sold at the Spanos
Center through showtime...see the
preview, read the review, and find out
What's Happening this week, all on
pages 4 and 5...

When completed, the center will include a kitchen, confer
ence room and an extensive lounge area.

"Nothing major happens today that
doesn't
have
international
ramifications. Unless people know
more about the world fhev won't be
able to function in the coming years,"
lie continued. "We're here to make
the UOP community more worldconscious."
"The Center will focus UOP's
attention on international events,"
Ms. Helm added. "It will serve to
focus the attention of the community
on the international human resour
ces."
Other goals that OIS and Inter
national Programs hope to achieve
through the Center are a closer
relationship with ASUOP Travel, a
focus on campus for international
events such as speakers and visitors
and increased integration between
foreign and American students.
"One of our foremost concerns
is that we have a large and growing
international community at UOP,"
Ms. Helm said. "We have to find
ways to integrate the foreign students
with the American community. 1
believe that the Center will be very
helpful in bringing this about."
The entire project, which has
been on the planning boards since
1980, will be funded from the Bechtel
gift, including the furniture and the
renovations. No UOP funds are being
used for the Center.
"Like many projects at the
University, the funding is provided
for a specific project," Dr. Smith
said. "Mr. Bechtel is interested in the
international focus of a university.
He donated the money specifically
for an international center."
Both Ms. Helm and Dr. Smith
feel that one of the most vital aspects
of the Center is that it will provide
a UOP focus for worldwide events.
"The Center has the goal of
helping the University benefit from
the presence of international ac
tivities," Ms. Helm said.
"I think that the Bechtel Inter
national Center will be enormously
useful to the university community as
a whole," Dr. Smith concluded.
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Top teams here for Wendy's
Pacific will host the Fourth Annual Wendy' Cl!b ic volleyball tournament October 29-30 at the A.G.

Spanos Center.
The Wendy's
Classic sponsored by Wendy's Hamburger~, has matured into one of the

most respected four-team tournaments in the country. This year's .event
should continue tCl be a fine dtsplay
of volleyball.
. .
This season's paructpants
a11
finished in the top five last year at the
NCAA ChampionshiP~~ UCLA
(2nd) UOP (4th), Hawau and UC
Sant; Barbara (both tied for fifth).
The first two years of the tourney featured USC, UCLA,
and UOP. In 1981, the parUCt~at10g
teams were the four top teams 10 the
nation the previous year- USC, UOP •

~t:mf<?rd

6

The first two years
was held at Delta College' bthe Clas .
it moved to it's new hom Ut last yStc
Spanos Center. Anothe e, the A.~
to last year's outlook r new asPtc;
dition of Hawaii as a pa~·~ the ad
sus Stanford. And as 1·t tctPant
··
d
tur
-..
awan ma e a strong deb ned ou
H
the '81 Classic.
ut, Winni t,
UOP ptayed host and
ng
own tourney (UOP Invit . Won lhej
a 13-15, 15-7, 15-8, 1s- at~onai)With
Stanford Sept. 18-19. Thev~tory over
ney ts the youngest of p actfic•
.OP lour.
st'llo

v.:

12

Wendy's 1982UOP, UCLA,
Hawaii, UCSB
Hawaii~nd UCLA respe£tively.

In 1979, UOP defeated UCLA
for the championship, 12-15, 6-15,
15-10, 15-9, 15-1. Pacific's Jayne
Gibson was tournament MVP, and
UOP's Nancy lancaster and PattY
Berg were also named to the AllTournament team.
The 1980 Classic saw the Tigers
defeat USC 15-12, 16-14, 8-15, 4-15,
15-4. Kim McDonald (UOP) was
tourney MVP and also included on
the All-Tournament team were
teammates Patty Berg, Nancy Lancaster and Jayne Gibson.
Last year's Wendy's was a turn
on events of the two previous years,
UOP was defeated in the championship game by Hawaii 15-2, 15-12, 215 5-15, 15-9. Pacific's Jan Saunders
and Jayne Gibson made the AllTournament roster.

~our~aments, this year b .-.
10 extstence.
etng tts third
Featured in this year ,s t
were H ouston, Wyorni
OUrrtey
and UOP.
ng, Stanford
Over 2,000 fans .
Pacific take the champ· Witnessed
Stanford, beginning wi~~nship frolll
battle in the first game
a sea-sa'lj
UOP was up 13-1'1 b ·
dinals, led by their '~t the Car.
players Kim Oden and Dean-Tourney
stormed back to win 15_13 na BoYet.
served UOP out to a g.3 1 · Jacobsezt
Tigers, behind an enthus· ea~ and tbt
won handily 15-7. Gam~ttc croWd,
Stanford not getting start three sa"
Tigers held a 9-2 lead Thed until tbt
fought back, but De~ e Cardinals
tousb; at the net and
..,"as too
o~e VIctory away from the~~
ship. UOP shot out to an 8-l 1PIOIIo
the fourth and last game be~ ead ill
ford caught and passed the ;~ Staa.
11-10. A Burns-Saunders bl l&Cnl
l!OP a 12-11lead, but
&a't
nght. back t!l tie it up. The TiC111!e
showmg potse, calmly dis !&en,
Stanford, 1S-12.
posed ~
Houston had the un 1
of playing UOP in ~:U:t
~ound. ~e Tigers ran over H~
m. 40 mmutes for a 1S-5 15-4
":ln. Stanford had adv~ced '.
vtctory over Wyoming.
wtth 1
~phomore Linda Vau""R
the Ttgers with 14 kt'U . th&WJ led
· h'
s m echaJD.
ptons 1P game and strong setting""
sophomore Jan Saunders earned~
~e MVP of the tourney honors
J augbhn, Eileen Dempster a~d
aco sen were named to th~ AllTourney team along with Saunders.
In the first year of the tourn
the field included Oklahoma Ohio~
State
and H ouston. Last year
• saw
N
Northwe~tern, Arizona State and
ew Mextco compete.
UOP's Kim McDonald was
named ~ournament MVP in 1980 af·
t~r leadmg UOP to a 1S-6 15·9 15-4
~ctory over Houston. Patty wJsh of
~rthwestern took the honors in 1981
~~ Northwestern defeated UOP
5- ' . 4-15, 15-6, 15-11 for the
champtonship.
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1982 UOP Roster

Name
Therese Boyle
Pam Burdue
Robin Burns
Eileen Dempster
Lisa Franco
Karen Jacobsen
Denise Jezycke
Cathy Lumb
Julie Maginot
Andrea Markel
Jan Saunders
Jody Schauer
Linda Vaughn

Pos.
OH
OH-BR
MB
OH-MB
OH
OH
MB-OH
OH
S-OH
MB-OH
S-OH
MB
OH

Ht.
6-0
5-7
6-0
6-0
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5-10
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5-7
5-11
5-9
5-10
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OCT. 1
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Possibility of termination.
Elbert Covell has recently been
invertigated by the Task Force Com
mittee due to its decreasing
enrollment
and
diminishing
recognition. "This semester the
Program admitted not more than 100
students, therefore, the program was
not 'paying its way'," said Shimeall,
'and also the existence of the
Program is not general knowledge to
North American students." Accor
ding to Shimeall, these are the initial
difficulties among the number of
Problems the program is facing.
. Shimeall and his advisory com
mittee have brought forward a 'New
program' that
will eliminate the
Problems of Elbert Covell and secure
'is enduring existence.

Clark M. Shimeall

Elbert Covell is here to offer a
bilingual inter-American studies op
tion where many university-level
classes will be conducted in the
Spanish language. Many of us may
not be concerned with the importance
of the language, but today, Spanish.is
the fourth most widely spoken
language and is increasing in use
because of its growing presence in
California and the United States.
The New Program is looking to
attract students with new options and

community. We are offering a wide
variety of programs available for the
students, but we are facing an ob
stacle of making ourselves known and
visible. To help bring that obstacle
down, we are in the process of
reaching out to students and contac
ting faculty advisors," claimed
Shimeall.
The New Program is not restric
ted to Latin American students. It is
open to students who have knowledge
of the language and to those with the
desire to acquire a second language.
"It is not simple and it is hot dif
ficult," according to Shimeall. "All
it takes is desire and dedication to
learn and speak another language.
What we have to offer here at the
University will enable anyone to
become bilingual."

^^OOK INSIDE
EDITORIAL

W

Hometown
Oaklawn, III.
Stockton
Cypress
Manhattan Beach
Huntington Park
Fair Oaks
Incline Village, NV
Woodridge, III.
Palos Heights, III.
Sunnyvale
Manhattan Beach
Walnut Grove
Sunnyvale
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On our Editorial page this
J^.-.find out the real story about
nat became of the Engineering
look at college-age voting
Pathy.,,and a very interesting 'ett^r
| s .Sealed in Joe Hartley's weekly
m °P'n'°ns on all these topics and
0re» take a look at page 4...

NEWS

In the News this week, get the
highlights of Kappa Alpha Theta and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's winning
chariot race entry...find out about
Judge James Nelson s upcoming
speech at UOP to discuss the plight of
the Baha'i faith in Iran...and find out
what's been happening on campus
this week in our News Briefs...For
this and more, turn to page 3...

ENTERTAINMENT

For Entertainment this week,
the story is Jefferson Starship and
more Jefferson Starship, as this top
10 band rocks the Spanos Center
tonight!...tickets are still available in
the Electronics Store today until 1:00
p.m. and will be sold at the Spanos
Center through showtime...see the
preview, read the review, and find out
What's Happening this week, all on
pages 4 and 5...

Opponent
Oregon
at Fresno State
at Cal-Poly
atUCSB
at Santa Clara
at Washington
at Washington State
USF
Santa Clara
at Cal
Wendy's Classic
at Stanford
at UCLA NIVI
at San Jose State
Cal
Pepperdine (homecoming)
Fresno State
at NorPac Championships
(Berdeley, CA)
at Hawaii
at Hawaii
at UCLA
NCAA Regionals
NCAA Finals
(Spanos Center)
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international
the Center win
ramifications. Unless people know
study abroad
more about thr world *h(»v won't be
i, a conference able to function in the coming years,"
xtensive lounge
he continued. "We're here to make
ading material
the UOP community more worldil newspapers,
conscious."
_
idicals. Offices
"The Center will focus UOP's
Lodge, will be the campus headquar for the directors and staff of OIS and attention on international events,"
ters for the Office of International International Programs will also be
Ms. Helm added. "It will serve to
Services (OIS) and the Center for In housed in the Center.
focus the attention of the community
ternational Programs. OIS is the
"The Center will provide ad-/ on the international human resour
foreign student support office on ditional academic and social facilities
ces."
campus; International Programs that are badly needed on this cam
Other goals that OIS and Inter
sponsors and arranges study abroad
pus," said Dr. Cortlandt Smith,
national Programs hope to achieve
Director of the Center for Inter
programs for UOP students,
through the Center are a closer
national Programs.
The project's funding, $250,000,
relationship with ASUOP Travel, a
ihe Center will pioviue a more
was donated by Mr. and Mrs.
focus on campus for international
functional work space for OIS and
Stephen D. Bechtel, Sr., who have set
events such as speakers and visitors
up a similar international center at
International Programs but its main
and increased integration between
goal is to give UOP a center for inter
foreign and American students.
Stanford University.
"Mr. Bechtel has a great interest national activities and events.
"One of our foremost concerns
"It doesn't matter what field
in international affairs," said Ann
is that we have a large and growing
international community at UOP,"
Helm, director of OIS. "He knows you're working in, you'll be working
Ms. Helm said. "We have to find
Dr. McCaffery and has always had an in the 21st century," Dr. Smith said.
ways to integrate the foreign students
with the American community. I
believe that the Center will be very
helpful in bringing this about."
The entire project, which has
been on the planning boards since
1980, will be funded from the Bechtel
gift, including the furniture and the
renovations. No UOP funds are being
used for the Center.
"Like many projects at the
University, the funding is provided
for a specific project," Dr. Smith
said. "Mr. Bechtel is interested in the
international focus of a university.
He donated the money specifically
for an international center."
Both Ms. Helm and Dr. Smith
feel that one of the most vital aspects
of the Center is that it will provide
a UOP focus for worldwide events.
"The Center has the goal of
helping the University benefit from
the presence of international ac
tivities," Ms. Helm said.
"I think that the Bechtel Inter
When completed, the center will include a kitchen, confer national Center will be enormously
useful to the university community as
ence room and an extensive lounge area.
a whole," Dr. Smith concluded.
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ENGINEERING
STUDENTS

cyOU HAVE A VOICE...
USE IT!!
DO ANY OF THESE COMMITTEES
INTEREST YOU?
HEALTH

CENTER

HOUSING

POLICY

uuMrtiJ

POLICY BOARD

STUDENT ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE BOARD
ABUDP PROGRAMS ADVISORY BOARD
ASUOP SERVICES ADVISORY BOARD
FACULTY UTILIZATION COMMITTEE
STUDENT LIBRARY FUNORALSINQ COMMITTEE
Pn J L-

Pick up opplication in ASUOP
Deadline: Thursday, October 7rh

AFFAIRS

By Helen Pastrana
Staff Writer
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